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bothendsofthelead.com.au How To Ease The Pain

Of Your Dog’s Arthritis

Naturally With The

Power Of Massage ...



Why is Massage important if

my dog has Arthritis?

EFFECTIVE, NATURAL, NON-INVASIVE way to

help relieve the pain and discomfort of their

Arthritis 

Help your dog have a more active, pain free life 

Massaging an Arthritic or senior dog regularly

can make a LIFE-CHANGING difference to their

quality of life and longevity 

A great way to spend quality bonding time

with your four legged friend 

Why is Massage important to help

relieve the pain of my dog's Arthritis?

Reduce pain and stiffness from Arthritis

Increase joint mobility

Help maintain muscle tone and ease the

natural effects of aging 

What sort of pressure should

I use?

A light pressure initially, especially if your

dog has sore or tight areas 

Be aware of your dog’s body language

and reactions as you massage them, and

stop if they are uncomfortable 



When would I NOT massage my

dog?

If in doubt always check with your local vet

first

As a general rule, do not massage your dog

within 48 hours of surgery or in the early and

later stages of pregnancy

There might be infection or skin conditions

where massage might not be appropriate, so

always check with your vet first How often should I massage

my dog and for how long?

This will vary from dog to dog 

Begin with alternate days

Each technique can be used for

between 30 to 60 seconds as a starting

point

This can be increased up to 90 seconds



M A S S A G E  T E C H N I Q U E S NECK REGION

Kneading

Make a C-Shape with your hand, so your thumb is placed on

one side of your dog’s neck and your fingers on the opposite

side 

Use a gentle squeezing circular motion, and work up

towards your dog’s head starting from the base of their

neck  

Repeat this up to 3 times 

Notes



M A S S A G E  T E C H N I Q U E S BACK REGION

Palm Strokes 

Place the flat of your hands lightly on the muscles either side of your dog’s spine (never on the

spine) 

Gently stroke your hands down towards the lower back, so the pressure is mainly through your

index and middle finger 

Once you reach the lower back, let your hands lightly slide back up to the starting position 

Notes

Repeat for up to 60 seconds 



M A S S A G E  T E C H N I Q U E S BACK REGION

Heel Of Hand Strokes 

This time placing the heel of hands on the muscles either side of your dog’s spine, gently stroke

down your dog’s back

Once you reach the lower back, let your hands lightly slide back up to the starting position 

Notes

Repeat for up to 60 seconds 



M A S S A G E  T E C H N I Q U E S BACK REGION

Thumb Pushes 

Using just the pad of your thumb, gently stroke down the muscles to the side of your dog's

spine (never on the spine) 

If you are comfortable with this technique, alternate using both hands. This helps build more flow

and rhythm  

Notes

Repeat for up to 60 seconds 



M A S S A G E  T E C H N I Q U E S FRONT LEG REGION

Pressure Circles

Place gently the heel of your hand on the muscles of your dog's shoulder blade. Now place

your other hand on top of the hand on your dog and interlock the fingers. 

Now with a light pressure, use a gentle circular motion, with the weight going through the heel

of your hand only 

Notes

Repeat for up to 60 seconds 



M A S S A G E  T E C H N I Q U E S FRONT LEG REGION

Kneading 

Make a C-Shape with your hand, so your thumb is placed on one side of your dog’s front leg and

your fingers on the opposite side  

Notes

Use a gentle squeezing circular motion, and work down towards your dog’s elbow starting from

the top of their front leg 



M A S S A G E  T E C H N I Q U E S BACK LEG REGION

Kneading

Make a C-Shape with your hand, so your thumb is placed on one side of your dog’s back leg and

your fingers on the opposite side  

Notes

Use a gentle squeezing circular motion, and work down towards your dog’s knee joint starting

from the top of their back leg 



M A S S A G E  T E C H N I Q U E S BACK LEG REGION

Thumb Strokes (Glutes)

Using just the pad of your thumb, gently stroke in a downwards motion, into the Gluteal

(bottom) muscle 

If you are comfortable with this technique, alternate using both hands. This helps build more flow

and rhythm  

Notes

Repeat for up to 60 seconds 



M A S S A G E  T E C H N I Q U E S BACK LEG REGION

Thumb Strokes (Hip)

Using just the pad of your thumb, gently stroke in a downwards motion  around your dog’s Hip

joint  

If you are comfortable with this technique, alternate using both hands. This helps build more flow

and rhythm  

Notes

Repeat for up to 60 seconds 



WHAT  ELSE  CAN  I  DO  TO  HELP

MY  DOG?

bothendsofthelead.com.au/shophome

http://bothendsofthelead.com.au/shophome/
http://bothendsofthelead.com.au/lmdp/
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